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“The tooth fairy teaches children
that they can sell body parts for
money.”
-David Richerby

Creeper Book
By Jon “Big-O” Mahan
~ Daily Bull ~

Now I’m sure all of you are
familiar with Facebook’s
friend finder option. Through
various means and whatnots, you can find a friend
on Facebook pretty quickly.
It’s actually a very useful thing
to have. I know from experience, because I found an
old friend I hadn’t seen since
fourth grade on Facebook,
and we’re now back in
touch. Good times indeed.
But have you ever seen some
of your suggested friends,
that Facebook’s magical formula somehow manages to
find?\
We all get those random
guys. For instance, there’s a
man, he’s a biker and part of
the Patriot riders (if you don’t
know who they are, look
them up. Pretty cool dudes)
and many other similar organizations. Yeah okay Facebook,
so the dude is chill and has
2500+ friends on Facebook.
So what? He’s like 20 years
older than me. But that’s not
the point of this article. See,
...see Le book d’stalker on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like mandatory drug tests!

Obligatory Sappy Closing Article
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Well, it’s the end of the year and for
the first time since I’ve joined, I’m not
surprised the Daily Bull is still around. At
5 days a week for the entire semester,
we’re practically excelling! Amazing!
Unfortunately for me, I won’t be around
to bask in our glory, as I’ll be departing
for U of Albany to get a Masters in how
not to design traffic nightmares like the
Yooper Loop – a.k.a. Urban & Regional
Planning.
Since this may well be the final article
I’ll write while at Tech, I’d like to take a
moment to look back at all the things
that made the first 4 years of my college
experience so swell. Feel free to visit
the powder room to dry your eyes if
the sappiness is too much.
For starters, writing for and commanding
the Bull was pretty darn awesome. Not
only did I get to be a part of something
that tons of people read across campus, I got to save us from the brink of
extinction and vault us into further glory.
We’re almost completely upgraded, are
5 days, have a website, shirts, members
who write, and tons of other awesome
going our way. It’s sweet to think that I
was right there in the thick of it, helping
make the magic happen.
Working with the Bull has also meant I’ve

gotten to enjoy one of my favorite parts
of the Keweenaw: Studio Pizza. Talk
about delicious! I’m really going to miss
it when I leave. Maybe they can put it
on dry ice and ship me some… It’d be
totally worth it.
My #2 favorite recreational activity was
playing awesome electronic music on
WMTU. Whether anyone aside from the
Old Geezer was listening didn’t matter.
I was on the radio, throwing down the
phat beats and saying silly things on
air to the entertainment of myself and
whoever decided to tune in. As an
added bonus, I got to greatly increase
my music collection. When I came here,
I had maybe 50 electronic songs to my
name. That’s ballooned to over 5000,
with hundreds more listened to every
week. I feel like a guru!
I made a lot of good friends while I was
at Tech, but probably one of my closest
was the open road. Yes, I gotta feel for
my automobile; on long trips to Texas
and back, we forged a strong bond that
made us inseparable. So far the longest
I’ve driven in one non-stop trip was
968 miles. That’s likely to increase since
Albany is over 1000 miles from here,
and I’ve still got a very good reason for
coming back to visit.
...see So Long on back

Ramen. 10% noodles, 90% love.
And 200% Sodium.

The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Classes we want at MTU next year.

Applied Viking Warfare
Mechanics of Hookahs
0-variable Calculus
Beginning - Advanced Coitus
History of Dead People
Intro to Megamilk Analysis
Tech 101: Your roommate’s girlSuper Mario Bros Game Theory
friend’s left hand and you
PH 5500 Matrix Physics
McNair Hill PE
World Porn Culture
Sexually Discreet Structures
BL 0001 Pokemon Physiology
PH 4708 Does it Blend?
Psychology of Greek Life
PH 5606 Quantum Shit
Grammar for Lode Writers
Zoology with Erwin Schroedinger
Numbers over 9000
The Effects of Dorm food
STDs and you
Temple-raiding 101
Horrifying deformities 101
Environmental Problems in WoW Fall Outdoor Adventures: Follow
the Only Road
PE 0909 Statue Carving
Personal Hygiene for CS majors
How to Work the Projector
Geography for Yoopers: Where the
How to Speakka da Engliash
fuck is Nevada?
Dichotomy of LolCats
PE 0069
4Chan Programming Methods
Sauna vs Sowna
Webcomics as Literature
PE 0020 UChem Rehabilitation Clinic
Navigating Degree Audits
How to Bang your TA
Linear Arousals and Differential
Factual Analysis of Heisenburg…
Ejaculations
maybe.
PE 0888 Ministry of Silly Walks

Sunshine’s Searcher: Things to Do Over Summer Break

... So Long from front.

I’ve taken my fair share of classes
here, and I’d have to say that classes
with cool professors made the difference. Among my favorites were Terry
Reynolds, Carl Dassbach, and Nathan
Carpenter. They often made entire
semesters worthwhile with they’re
awesome teaching and hilarious asides.
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I also enjoyed interacting with student
activities folks, Rachel Wussow in
particular. They’re a hoot over there.
Carol Janisse the Student Org secretary/dynamo also made every day
worthwhile by helping out whenever ...Le book d’stalker from front
I’d have random questions about how that’s just a jump Facebook makes to say, Hey! You would
to fix up the Bull.
like this guy, be friends!
It’ll be nice to have a change of pace
though, since one can only survive
in Houghton so long. Albany’s only
a few hours from NYC and the rest
of the East Coast, so yet again I’ll be
in for a culture shock by moving to
somewhere in proximity to millions of
people rather than trees. Whether I’ll
actually be able to start up a Daily Bull
franchise is still up in the air. You’ll just
have to tune in next year to find out.
Thanks for reading and supporting the
Bull, and remember, never take yourself
too seriously – you’re just a big joke like
everyone else.

What’s REALLY creeper is when you get friends suggested
to you, that you have NO idea how Facebook knows them.
Little background on this, I used to go to forums religiously. I
subscribed to 5 forums that I checked and posted on daily.
I was addicted to forums. Well surely enough, one by one
they died (most of them were small), and everyone more
or less went their own way. So I’m on Facebook one day,
and this suggested friend comes up. I pay it no creed, and
as I mouse over the x button to remove it, I stop.

Little known fact: the JR Van Pelt library
will soon have an updated study area.
Well, kind of. Students who enjoy Buddhist rock gardens can expect a surprise
when they enter the third floor quiet
study lounge to find shelves and shelves
of... rock samples, courtesy of the AE
Seaman Mineral Museum. Seriously.

Apparently the Mineral Museum’s lemonade stand / bake sale / car wash triplewhammy was insufficient to raise funds
to build its own separate, brand new
building (probably out of rocks – how
ironic). As a result, the whole thing is relocating to the third floor of the JRVPL for
a while, beginning this summer. Hooray!

No way… Turns out, somehow, Facebook went way back
into a forum I hadn’t been on since I was like 15, found this
girl that I used to have heated discussions with, found her
Facebook in THE NETHERLANDS and suggested that we be
friends. What in the holy hell. How the hell did you do that

AIRSOFT
BANG YOUR MOM
BASEBALL
BASKETBALL
BICYCLING
BONFIRES
CAMPING
CEDAR POINT
CHOPWOOD
CRUISE
DISNEYLAND
DODGEBALL
EAT EAT EAT
FIREWORKS
FOOTBALL
GARDENING
GET A JOB
GET LAID
GO TO A CONCERT
JOGGING
LEARN GUITAR
LISTEN TO RUSH
MAKE FRIENDS
MOVIES
MUDWRESTLING

PAINTBALL
PLAY IN THE GRASS
PLAY WITH KIDS
PORN
ROLLERBLADE
RUNNING
RVING
SHENANIGANS
SLEEP
SOCCER
SOFTBALL
STARGAZING
STUDY ABROAD
SUPERSOAKER WAR
SURFING
TANNING
TRAVEL
ULTIMATE FRISBEE
UNICYCLING
VANDALISM
VOLUNTEER
WALK DOGS
WORK OUT
WORLD OF WARCRAFT

Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

Facebook!? What are you doing in my past!?
That’s not the only time. Same thing happened later on.
I was sitting there, looking at my friend suggestions, and
another came up. See, I have a Deviant Art, and I’ve
often commissioned artists to do art for me. I was sitting on Facebook looking at my friend suggestions, and
I’m like… she’s cute. So I click her link (because Facebook creepered her to me), and I literally jaw drop. It
literally found one of my favorite artist’s Facebooks, and
mind you, I use a completely different email for both
accounts. By all means, the internet would think they
were unrelated. Seriously, how did it do that. I’m like,
mind status BLOWN! And long story short, Facebook is
the creeper. I mean, how much of my life does it have
cataloged now? I’m still waiting for it to find the people
I WANT it to find though… Funny how that works, isn’t it?
“Here’s your main debating opponent from 3 years ago!
But no, you can’t have your main accomplice.”

The sarcastic italics of doom don’t lie. Out
of concern for students who long to see
nature during the long winter months, the
museum will be there for probably two to
three years (“temporary!”). UGH!
So, basically, those who enjoy studying
while surrounded by shelves of million-

year old geology are in luck. The rest of
us are just confused. And no, don’t worry,
you weren’t supposed to have say in it.
Personally, I’m hoping that if the Mineral
Museum gets to take up part of the 3rd
floor study lounge, then the biology department gets to install a 4,000-gallon
aquarium in Fisher 135. ~ The Seeker

